ABSTRACT Continuous monitoring of mental workload and situation awareness in operational environments is useful for understanding and prediction of human performance. Such information can be used to develop real-time adaptive systems to enhance human performance. In this paper, we investigate the use of workload-and attention-related physiological measures to predict operator performance and situation awareness in the context of tele-exploration with a small team of robots. A user study is conducted based on a simulated scenario involving visual scanning and manual control tasks with varying levels of task-load. Brain activity and eye movements of the participants are monitored across the experimental tasks using electroencephalogram and eye tracker sensors. The performances of the subjects are evaluated in terms of target detection and situation awareness (primary metrics) as well as reaction time and false detection (secondary metrics). Moreover, individual differences in two specific visual skills, visual search (VS) and multi-object tracking (MOT) are considered as between-subject factors in the experimental design. The main effects of task type and individual differences reveal that VS and MOT skill have significant effects on target detection and situation awareness, respectively. The correlations of physiological measures with the task performance and situation awareness are analyzed. The results suggest that brain-based features (mental workload and distraction) which represent the covert aspect of attention are better suited to predict the secondary performance metrics. On the other hand, glance-based features which represent the overt aspect of attention are shown to be the best predictors of the primary performance metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robots are becoming more involved in the variety of tele-exploration tasks such as surveillance of large areas [1] , search and rescue [2] and military missions [3] . However, fully autonomous systems are still vulnerable in unconstrained environments where unanticipated events and uncertainties are unavoidable. As a result, human-robot teamwork is often required in time-critical and risk-sensitive missions. Depending on the level of autonomy and the nature of the task, one human operator may even be able to cooperate with multiple robots simultaneously [4] . For instance, in supervisory control where team coordination is the main task of the operator, it would be feasible for a single operator to cooperate with up to 12 unmanned aerial vehicles [5] , [6] . However, for low-level control tasks such as visual scanning or manual maneuvering, which is the focus of this study, the size of the human-robot team is significantly smaller to attenuate the cognitive burden on the operator [7] .
To consistently sustain vigilance, an operator needs to maintain a high-level of Situation Awareness (SA) while dividing his/her attention among team members. The most important factors contributing to the loss of SA are mental workload, level of expertise and multitasking (management of attention) [8] . For instance, performing multiple tasks with a limited level of autonomy may increase the mental workload to the extent that it exceeds operator mental capabilities and ultimately leads to the loss of SA and performance degradation. To predict and avoid such situations, a coherent human-aware framework is required to enhance human performance by adapting the system behaviors, modifying the task allocations or changing robots' initiative level, in order to maintain the operator's performance within an acceptable range.
The main challenge in the design of such adaptive frameworks is the lack of direct and real-time evaluations of performance factors. For instance, although reaction time and the accuracy of the target detection are the most popular performance metrics in visual search tasks [9] , their assessments require prior knowledge about the exact locations of the targets which are not available in real tele-operation scenarios. In other words, the performance metrics are hidden variables that need to be estimated from some observable measurements.
To address this issue, this paper proposes a cognitive model to estimate the operator's performance and situation awareness from their physiological measurements and also taking into account their individual differences in cognitive abilities. For this purpose, we have considered cognitive features extracted from two physiological modalities: brain activity and eye movements. By studying the relationship between these features and the operator's performance and situation awareness, we develop a model to estimate his/her performance in real-time. In the next section, we provide a background on physiological monitoring in human-robot interaction and summarize the main contributions of this paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Recent advances in the non-invasive sensing technologies have provided portable and wearable solutions to record and process physiological data in out-of-lab settings. As a result, these systems have received much attention in recent years to estimate different cognitive states such as mental workload, engagement [10] , satisfaction [11] , distraction and fatigue [12] , or task difficulty [13] .
For instance, Bekele and Sarkar [14] developed an adaptive framework to modify the behavior of a social robot through monitoring physiological responses. Esfahani and Sundararajan [11] proposed an approach to detect human satisfaction level in human-robot interaction. Largest Lyapunov exponents and alpha-asymmetry in the frontal cortex were the main features of that study which were extracted from brain activity of the subjects. Wright et al. [15] studied the relationship between eye movement features and subjective measures of workload and SA in a collaborative task with a team of mobile robots. They observed positive correlations between eye fixation count and self-reported workload and SA in manual control of robots. Novak et al. [16] utilized physiological signals including EEG, autonomic nervous system responses and eye tracking to estimate human workload and effort in physical interactions with a robotic arm. Similar modalities are also used to classify task difficulty in software development to avoid programmers from introducing bugs in their codes [13] .
Physiological data has also been studied to estimate human performance in variety of domains such as driving [17] , aviation [18] , rehabilitation [19] and surgical training [20] . In most of these applications, mental workload has been extensively investigated as the main cognitive factor that influences human performance. In these cases, adaptive automation techniques are used to keep operator workload within an acceptable level [21] , [22] . Although mental workload-based adaptive frameworks have been found to enhance the performance of human-machine interaction, they face several challenges that limit their successful implementation [23] . Some of these limitations are summarized as follow:
First, individual differences in cognitive abilities significantly influence the human performance in multi-tasking environments. Depending on the nature of a task, different cognitive skills such as attentional control, spatial ability, working memory capacity and gaming experience can affect the operator's performance in supervisory control of multiple robots [24] , [25] . In complex visual demanding tasks, actionvideo-gamers have been found to outperform infrequent/ non-gamers. They have demonstrated enhanced spatial resolution in visual processing [26] , faster reaction time [27] and improved attention allocation [28] . Therefore, a reliable performance estimation model should properly include the individual differences most relevant to each performance metric.
Second, mental workload estimated from the brain activity, particularly EEG, is task-specific [23] , [29] . An EEG-based classifier can determine the mental workload very well when used for the task on which the classifier was trained, but may fail if used for similar tasks not included in the training data. This is particularly important in the case of teleoperation, where the physical separation between the operator and the physical environment increases the variability and uncertainty in the task type and make it impractical to train a classifier on all possible scenarios. Yet, there is no study to demonstrate to what extent the standard EEG-based workload classifiers can be applied for performance prediction in complex human-machine systems.
Third, increasing the level of mental workload typically leads to performance degradation, however based on the nature of a task, performance and workload might be dissociated [30] . Therefore, workload-based adaptation methods are more effective in high-risk or long duration tasks [31] where operators are subjected to high levels of workload and safety is the main concern. It has been suggested that measures of both mental workload and SA are vital for elevating the performance of complex human-machine systems as they complement each other [32] , [33] .
The purpose of the present study is to examine the relationship between physiological measures, operator performance and SA in a tele-exploration task with a small group of robotic drones. Compared to prior works which are mostly limited to the workload analysis [16] , [17] , [20] , [31] , in this study we aim to address the above mentioned problems through: (1) Developing a more comprehensive performance prediction model by including cognitive features extracted from VOLUME 6, 2018 two different modalities (eye movement and brain activity) as well as the effect of individual differences in our assessment analysis. The cognitive features are selected to capture information about the mental workload and both the overt and covert aspect of attention. (2) We also examine the effects of individual differences on the physiological measures and show how the identified factors can be used to individualize the performance estimation models. (3) Furthermore, we investigate the generalizability of EEG indices of workload and distraction obtained from standard neuro-cognitive assessment tests, to be used in operational environments.
In general, the outcome of this study is expected to advance knowledge on the real-time prediction of the operator's performance and his/her level of situation awareness in teleoperations. The developed performance prediction model in this paper can be utilized in future studies to define and develop an intelligent layer (e.g., [34] ) between human operators and robotic agents, where the estimated performance metrics play a critical role in the adaption of the system behavior and enhancing task performance. 
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
An interactive physics-based simulation environment is developed to study the cognition of human operators during interaction with a small team of robots (Fig. 1) . Eye movements and brain activity, recorded in terms of EEG signals, are the two physiological modalities used to determine human cognitive states. An eye tracker provides physiological data in terms of gaze location that is usually an indicator of the overt aspect of attention, while EEG signals reflect the neural activity of the brain which can be considered as the covert aspect of attention. Therefore, by combining these two modalities we took the advantage of both overt and covert aspects of attention in our cognitive analysis. The details of the experimental setup and conducted user study are provided in this section.
A. PARTICIPANTS
22 subjects (16 males and 6 females) were recruited from University at Buffalo School of Engineering. Participants' ages ranged from 23 to 37 years (M = 26.8, SD = 3.7) and they had normal or corrected to normal vision. None of the participants had prior experience with manual control of robotic drones, however, they were frequent computer users.
B. APPARATUS
In order to conduct experiments in a controlled environment, a simulator is developed based on the V-REP framework [35] which enables users to create and visualize detailed and realistic 3D virtual environments. A customized version of the built-in drone model in V-REP is used as the robotic agent. Two vision sensors are attached to the drone's main body to provide users with RGB video streams from the topdown and front field of views. The angle of view for vision sensors is set to 45 • . Drone dynamics and corresponding low-level controllers are also implemented in the simulation environment such that each drone can fly in either stabilized manual or autonomous mode by tracking point-to-point trajectories. The details of the developed interactive simulation environment can be found in [36] .
Furthermore, a graphical user interface (GUI) is developed to enable users to interact with the robotic drones for the tele-exploration task of this study. For each drone, this GUI provides users with a message box, rough map, and video stream switchable between the front and top-down cameras. A commercial 4-axes joystick is also used as the command interface and navigation tool for the manual control.
The B-Alert X10 wireless headset (Advanced Brain Monitoring c , Carlsberg, CA, USA) is utilized to capture the brain activity of the subjects, non-invasively. EEG signals are recorded with a sampling rate of 256 Hz at 9 sensor locations on the scalp and referenced with respect to linked electrodes placed on the mastoids. The sensor locations are Fz, Cz, POz, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, and P4 channels based on the 10/20 international EEG system. Real-time cognitive states including the level of mental workload and distraction are then extracted from artifact-free EEG data for each 1-second epoch [10] .
2) EYE MOVEMENT
The Eye Tribe eye tracker (The EyeTribe c , Copenhagen, Denmark) is used to record eye movements at a sampling rate of 30 Hz. This is a non-contact tracking system that captures user's binocular gaze information via an infrared camera. The Eye Tribe is placed below the users' monitor and calibrated for each individual participant prior to the experimental study. Eye movement features are extracted from estimated gaze location on the computer display as well as pupil dilation.
3) INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
Visual Search (VS) and Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) tests are used to capture individual differences in visual skills. These two skills are shown to be related to the performance of video gamers in terms of target detection, situation awareness and reaction time [28] . In our specific application, VS is used as an indication of how fast and accurate targets can be detected, whereas MOT represents the number of objects that an individual can track simultaneously. The results of these quantitative assessments are used to categorize subjects' skill levels into low and high groups. This information is then used in the statistical analysis and also personalizing the performance prediction models.
D. INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES ASSESSMENT
After briefing the participants about the experimental procedure, individual differences in visual skills are assessed. EEG baseline of cognitive states is also recorded by conducting a neuro-cognitive test. Finally, participants are instructed to perform a tele-exploration task in which their brain activity, eye movements, and performance are measured. Followings are the description of the experiments for recording VS, MOT and EEG baselines.
1) VISUAL SEARCH
The VS test conducted in this study is adopted from the easy display VS experiment designed by Castel et al. [37] . Fig. 2 illustrates the sequence of a VS trial. Participants are asked to determine the presence or absence of a target letter (''T'') by pressing keyboard buttons ''p'' for presence and ''a'' for absence. At the beginning of each trial, a cross shape is illustrated in the center of the display as the fixation point for 500 ms. In each trial, the target letter and a set of distractors are randomly located on the screen with 50% probability for the presence of the target letter. A total number of 200 trials are recorded from each participant. These trials are randomly selected from four different sizes of 8, 12, 16 and 20 letters, each of which repeated 50 times. Upon receiving a response key from the participant, the trial is ended and both the reaction time and response key are recorded. Participants are asked to react as quickly and accurately as possible. A publicly-available MATLAB code [38] based on PsychToolbox [39] is modified and used to measure participants' VS skill.
2) MULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING
MOT test offers an experimental approach to evaluate the number of moving objects that a person can track simultaneously [40] , [41] . Contrary to the VS task that requires discrete shifts of attention over time, MOT task depends upon concurrent allocation of attention to several moving objects. For example, driving requires allocation of attention to multiple moving objects, such as other vehicles and pedestrians. Likewise, in the case of interaction with multiple drones, the level of operator's MOT skill can potentially affect his/her performance and situation awareness. 3 demonstrates the sequences of a sample MOT trial that is conducted in this study. At the beginning of each trial, a set of 12 identical circles appear on the screen and move in random directions. After 4 seconds, a random subset of these circles is temporally highlighted to identify the target objects. After 4 seconds of temporary highlights, the target objects turn back to the normal color and become visually indistinguishable from the others. Participants are asked to track the moving targets even after the highlights are removed. After 6 seconds of tracking, circles stop and the participants are asked to identify all the target circles. This experiment is conducted with 5 sets of 2 to 6 targets. Ten trials are repeated per each set resulting in a total of 50 trials. The number of correctly identified targets is averaged over all the trials and is used as the MOT score.
3) EEG BASELINES
Upon the completion of VS and MOT tests, a neuro-cognitive assessment (Auditory Psycho-Vigilance [10] , [42] ) is conducted to individualize the EEG classifiers. It is a standard eyes closed vigilance task used as a baseline for estimating the level of distraction/relaxed wakefulness of subjects.
E. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Participants receive training and then practice on the simulator's elements and the required tasks. They are also asked to perform a short practice trial to gain adequate experience in controlling the drones by joystick and accomplish all VOLUME 6, 2018 the task objectives independently. In the main experiment, participants perform an aerial exploration using two robotic drones to detect and identify specific geometrical objects among distractors (Fig. 4d) , which are randomly distributed over the search area (Fig. 4b) . The experiment is approximately 20 minutes long during which participants monitor two drones; one always in autonomous mode, and the other one requires manual control after a while. As shown in Fig. 5 , the experimental scenario consists of two levels of Task-Type, each of them includes two levels of Task-Load resulting in a factorial design. The experiment begins with the simultaneous visual scanning of the camera feeds of the two drones (VS-VS). In this level of Task-Type, both drones autonomously track predefined trajectories and the participant is asked to visually scan the captured videos from top-down cameras and record the location of observed targets by pressing a button on the joystick. Two levels of Task-Load including low (LVS-VS) and high (HVS-VS) visual load are included in the experiment. The higher visual task load is achieved by increasing the speed of the drones and accordingly faster video streams to process by the operator.
The second level of Task-Type is composed of simultaneous manual control and visual scanning tasks (MC-VS). Instantly after VS-VS task, the first drone sends a message and asks to be switched to the manual mode while the second drone continues the exploration in the autonomous mode. In the manual mode, users have access to the drone's front camera to navigate easier. There are also two levels of TaskLoads in manual maneuvering, that are gross and fine manual control. In the Gross Manual Control (GMC), subjects are asked to navigate the first drone along a provided path on the map (see the GMC path in Fig. 4a ) and simultaneously detect targets on the second drone's camera (GMC-VS). This maneuvering is conducted in the presence of no obstacle, thus it is considered as low level difficulty. Contrary to GMC-VS, the second level of Task-Load requires fine manual control of the first drone along with visual scanning of the second drone (FMC-VS). This task is called fine manual control since obstacle avoidance and fine motion control are needed to enter and explore the inside of two abandoned buildings (see Fig. 4a and c).
IV. DATA ANALYSIS A. EYE TRACKING METRICS
Eye tracking metrics are mainly defined in an overall or AOI-based (Area Of Interest) fashions. AOIs are regions of the display or visual stimuli that contain objects of interest and are usually defined based on the semantic information of the display. In this study, the GUI is divided into 7 AOIs as shown in Fig.6 . These AOIs include the message boxes, maps and camera views of the drones. To identify periods of gaze fixations from noisy data of eye movements, a publicly available software [43] relying on a dispersion-threshold identification algorithm [44] is used. This method identifies each fixation as a group of consecutive points within a particular dispersion, or maximum separation in a sliding window of 11 samples (corresponding to about 360 ms). For each trial, a threshold of 7.5% of the maximum variance is used to identify saccades corresponding to peaks in signal variance. Then, the fixation detection criterion is defined as the period of time between two successive saccades with a minimum duration of 120 ms as suggested in [44] . The optimal choices of thresholds for variance and minimum fixation duration are obtained through visual inspection on a random subset of the recorded data. Each fixation point is then compared with the predefined AOIs to identify glances made at each of the AOIs.
Holmqvist et al. [45] have gathered a comprehensive review of different eye tracking measures among which three metrics are adopted in this study that best represent underlying cognitive activities of the tele-exploration. These metrics are Fixation Rate (FR), Glance Ratio (GR) and Pupil Size (PS) which are defined as follow:
Fixation Rate: FR is the number of fixations occurred within one second time windows. The interpretation of this metric varies based on the task type and associated cognitive functions. Usability studies have shown that in general, FR is related to semantic informativeness and search difficulty [46] .
Glance Ratio: GR represents the percent of time glances are within an area of interest. In our study, it is defined as the percentage of the glances within AOIs associated with the first drone (1, 3 and 5) to the ones associated with the second drone (2, 4 and 6). Typically, glance duration correlates with the level of attention to an AOI [45] .
Pupil Size: PS or dilation is one of the relatively continuous measurements that is provided by eye tracker systems. The pupil size is idiosyncratic and varies across subjects. To address this issue, we convert the raw PS values to z-scores for each individual. Moreover, to minimize the effect of luminance variation on PS, the scene light is maintained relatively at the same level throughout the experiment.
B. EEG METRICS
Two cognitive measures, Mental Workload (MW) and Distraction level (DS), are extracted from EEG signals. MW reflects working memory load and cognitive processing. It corresponds to the level of task difficulty and reasoning process. DS represents the inability of a subject to maintain passive attention and consequently involuntary switching of attention. The B-Alert c software is used to acquire EEG signals and quantify the aforementioned EEG metrics. Following is a brief description of the procedure and main features used by the B-Alert software to extract these metrics. Additional details on signal processing and classification methods can be found in [10] and [47] .
All the EEG signals are band-passed filtered (0.1-70 Hz and 20 dB/decade roll-off) and then converted to digital format with 256 Hz sampling rate and 16 bits/sample resolution. Filtered signals are then transmitted via Bluetooth to a PC. Wavelet transformation is then used to identify and decontaminate artifacts caused by muscle movements and eye blinks [10] . Finally, EEG absolute and relative power spectral density (PSD) for bipolar electrodes listed in Table 1 are computed using Fast-Fourier transform applied to 1-sec epoch data with 50% overlapping Kaiser windowing. Mental workload is quantified based on a linear Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA) trained on a dataset of EEG signals recorded from 67 participants who performed three working memory benchmark tasks (mental arithmetic, grid location and digit-span tasks) with different levels of difficulty. Regarding distraction, a quadratic DFA is used by the B-Alert c software. The coefficients of this model are individualized for each participant according to the baseline tasks described in the experimental procedure. The corresponding PSD features used by the workload and distraction classifiers are listed in Table 1 .
C. INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
Participants are divided into two groups of low and high skill with respect to their VS scores. For each participant, the average score of recorded reaction times is used to assign group membership. Participants with reaction times less than one standard deviation below the mean (M = 1.68, SD = .23) are categorized as high and the rest as low skill level. Similarly, participants are categorized into high and low MOT skills. The average percentage of correctly identified moving targets is used to define the skill level of each participant. One standard deviation above the mean (M = .84, SD = .07) is considered as the threshold to group participants into two levels of MOT skill. Fig. 7 illustrates the group distribution of VS and MOT skills. 
D. TASK PERFORMANCE METRICS
Steinfeld et al. [48] have studied common operator performance metrics for task-oriented human-robot interaction and VOLUME 6, 2018 suggested that performance metrics should provide information about the operator's attention/awareness and workload. Based on this criteria, we define four different metrics to assess tele-exploration performance of each individual operator as listed in Table 2 .
Reaction times and hit rates (measured in terms of target detection) are indirect indicators of cognitive workload and have been widely used in human factor studies [49] , [50] and therefore, are adopted in this study as the ''workload-related performance metrics''. The second group of performance metrics are false detection and situational awareness that are considered as ''attention-related metrics''.
Situation awareness is defined by Endsley as ''the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future'' [8] . Endsley's model defines three level of SA including the perception of the elements in the environment (level-1), comprehension of the current situation (level-2) and projection of the future status (level-3). In our target detection task, the perception and comprehension elements of SA correspond to spatiotemporal visual attention and identification of the targets from distractor objects, respectively.
Traditionally, SA is measured at the end of the experiment using subjective methods such as SAGAT (Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique) and SART (Situation Awareness Rating Technique) questionnaires [51] . Another approach is to employ explicit techniques throughout the experiment like SPAM (Situation Present Assessment Method) [52] . Neither of these techniques can be used for real-time SA assessment. For this reason, eye movement data are used as the best alternative to estimate SA in real-time.
Eye tracker systems can provide the fixation points to which a user pays attention without moving his/her eyes (overt attention). In other words, it can capture the perceptual aspects of SA (level-1) in visual demanding tasks [53] . These features are often combined with the environmental information to provide a more reliable estimate of SA. For instance, percentage of time fixating on relevant AOIs is used as prediction of overall SA [54] .
A similar approach is utilized in our study to measure level-1 SA. Information of eye tracking data and virtual scene are combined to mathematically define this measure in a time window with a length T w as (1),
where T loss is the cumulative duration of time periods ( t i ), in which new visual information is presented in the GUI but the operator fails to capture (by not making glances on the relevant AOIs). To identify whether a participant responded to new visual information by making eye fixations on it, a timethreshold is defined for each video stream by (2),
where s and h are the drone speed and altitude, respectively, and α denotes the angle of view of the top-down camera. In fact, χ represents the amount of time that a target is observable in the camera's view. It should be noted that the proposed SA metric contains information about the drones motions and hence differs from the eye movement features described in section IV.A. To better understand the underlying mechanism for measuring the SA, a sample case is presented in Fig. 8 . Suppose that χ 1 and χ 2 are the time-threshold related to the first and second drones, respectively. The bottom graph illustrates the glance state that can be directed toward the first (D 1 ) or second drone (D 2 ) or neither of them (none). Based on the glance state, a timer measures the elapsed time form the instant that the glance is switched and if the elapsed time reaches its threshold the associated t i will be computed. Finally, SA metric can be computed using (1).
V. RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The purpose of the statistical analysis provided in this section is threefold:
(i) To investigate the main effects of changing Task-Type and increasing Task-Load on the cognitive features and performance metrics (test of within-subject factors). These results are used to identify significant effects on the cognitive features and also validate the difficulty manipulation incorporated in the experimental design. (ii) To study the influence of individual differences on the performance metrics and their interactions with cognitive features. (iii) To construct a linear model for predicting the performance and situation awareness (hidden states) from cognitive features (observable states) by taking into account characterized individual differences. For this purpose, task performance, eye movement, and EEG metrics are separately subjected to a series of 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 (VS × MOT × Task-Type × Task-Load) multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with VS and MOT groups as between-subject factors, whereas Task-Type and Task-Load are assigned as within-subject factors. When significant results are identified, multiple univariate ANOVAs are conducted for each dependent variable as a follow-up procedure to interpret the multivariate effect.
To protect against Type-I error inflation due to conducting multiple univariate tests, Bonferroni adjustment of the alpha value (α / number of dependent variables) is imposed. This adjustment leads to α = .0125, .0167 and .025 for performance, eye features and EEG features, respectively. In case of a significant two-way interaction, test of simple main effects is conducted to examine the differences between each levels of independent factors.
A. MAIN EFFECTS OF WITHIN-SUBJECT FACTORS
MANOVA reveals statistically significant main effects of Task-Type and Task-Load on the performance metrics, eye-tracker features as well as EEG features. A significant Task-Type × Task-Load interaction is also observed in the performance and eye-tracker metrics but not EEG features. MOT × Task-Load interaction is also found significant for eye-tracker metrics. The detailed statistical analysis of the significant main effects performed by the MANOVA and the follow-up ANOVA analysis are listed in Table. 3. Fig. 9a shows the mean and standard deviation of performance metrics in each of the the two Task-Types and Task-Loads. Statistical analysis indicates that changing the Task-Type from visual search to manual control and increasing Task-Load degrade the performance in terms of target detection (TD) and situation awareness (SA) consistently. For reaction time (RT) a two-way interaction of Task-Type × Task-Load is found significant. Follow-up tests of simple main effects for this interaction demonstrate that increasing Task-Load in the visual scanning (VS-VS) results in a faster RT, however, an opposite behavior is observed for manual control (MC-VS) task. No significant observation is obtained for false detection (FD). Fig. 9b illustrates the results regarding the eye-tracking features. Univariate tests of within-subject factors reveal significant main effects of Task-Type on fixation rate (FR), glance ratio (GR) and pupil size (PS) and a significant main effect of Task-Load on GR. These results indicate that by switching from visual scanning to manual control FR decreases, whereas GR and PS increase. Task-Type × TaskLoad interactions are revealed for GR and PS. Tests of simple VOLUME 6, 2018 main effects for these interactions indicate that increasing Task-Load in MC-VS task led to higher PS and GR, whereas increasing Task load in the VS-VS task results in a smaller pupil size and no significant change in GR.
Finally, the follow-up ANOVAs for EEG features reveal a significant main effect of Task-Type on the mental workload (MW) and distraction (DS) as well as a significant main effect of Task-Load on the DS. Tests of simple main effects reveal that switching from visual scanning to manual control causes an increase in MW and a decrease in DS. However, increasing the Task-Load within the Task-Types leads to no significant change in the EEG features. Fig. 9c provide a comparison between the EEG indices of workload and distraction recorded during the two Task-Types and Task-Loads. 
B. MAIN EFFECTS OF BETWEEN-SUBJECTS FACTORS
Univariate tests of between-subject factors reveal significant main effects of Visual Search (VS) skill on target detection (F(1, 18) = 7.4, p = .012, η 2 p = .3) and MOT skill on situation awareness (F(1, 18) = 8.12, p = .011, η 2 p = .31). Participants with high VS skills outperform others in target detection. As shown in Fig.10a , increasing the task load has no effect on their target detection performance, however, it affects the performance of the remaining subjects in low VS group significantly. Interestingly, for the situation awareness (SA), MOT score is the dominant individual difference among the subjects. As shown in Fig.10b , subjects with high MOT scores demonstrate a higher situation awareness.
Moreover, an MOT × Task-Load interaction is revealed (F(1, 18) = 8.3, p = .01, η 2 p = .32) that significantly affects PS. Tests of simple main effects show that increasing TaskLoad only increase the pupil sizes of participants with low MOT and has no effect on the ones with high MOT scores.
C. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In addition to the MANOVAs, separate stepwise multiple linear regressions are conducted to identify significant correlations between observable cognitive features and hidden performance metrics. The results are summarized in Table 4 . The statistical significance of each of the regression models can be realized through the adjusted coefficient of determination R 2 . By comparing this value for each of the regression models, it can be seen that situation awareness and target detection can be described very well with only three regressors out of which one is an individual difference metric. The results of stepwise regression analysis shows that PS has a negative relationship with TD and SA; FR is negatively related to FD; MW has a negative correlation with RT. Moreover, GR is found to be the dominant predictor of operator performance, as it is strongly related to variations in TD, RT and SA. DS is also found as a significant predictor for FD such that an increased number of wrongly detected targets is associated with high DS. Furthermore, the individual differences in terms of VS and MOT skills are positively correlated with TD and SA, respectively.
VI. DISCUSSION
Let's recall that our performance metrics are categorized into two groups: workload-related (Target Detection and Reaction Time), and attention/awareness-based (Situation Awareness and False Detection). Among these factors, RT and FD are considered as the secondary measures since they can't capture the inability of subjects in processing the incoming information. For instance, increasing the load in the visual scanning task improves the reaction time (see Fig. 9c ). This is due to higher visual load which is imposed by increasing the drones' speed and consequently providing participants with a shorter time window to process video streams and make decisions. Thus, participants miss more targets (lower TD) while the identified ones are detected faster (lower RT). A similar trend is observed in FD. The number of incorrectly detected targets is reduced in tasks with higher workload but it doesn't imply a better performance as SA is significantly decreased.
With respect to the primary metrics, significant performance degradation in target detection and situation awareness is observed as the task becomes cognitively more challenging (switching to manual control or increasing the task load). This is well-documented in the human factor literature [25] that higher mental workload will cause performance degradation and loss of situation awareness. Although these two observations are often accompanied, they are two distinct concepts that are intricately related such that one affects and is affected by the other [55] . They both are influenced by many of the same human factors (e.g., limited working memory, individual differences) and system variables (task type and difficulty). A conceptual relationship between mental workload FIGURE 11. Conceptual framework illustrating the relationship between workload, attention and performance (adopted from [55] ).
and situation awareness (shown in Fig. 11.) is provided by Vidulich and Tsang [55] which is used to discuss the outcome of the statistical analysis. It considers two main factors, the 'Mental Workload' and the 'Strategic Management of Attentional Resources', as the sources of the performance degradation at higher task loads. It should be noted that the supply of attentional resources is modulated by 'individual differences'. These three factors are highlighted in Fig. 11 and the physiological monitoring are used to extract overt and covert cognitive features from the working memory (blue lines) and strategic management of the attentional resources (red lines) of the framework. In the rest of this section, we will discuss the results of statistical analysis observed on these factors.
A. WORKLOAD-RELATED FEATURES
Transitioning from visual scanning to manual control, workload-related features (EEG workload, fixation rate and pupil size) are significantly changed because of higher attention demand required for performing manual control compared to visual scanning. However, increasing Task-Load within each level of these Task-Types doesn't affect EEG workload (MW) and fixation rate (FR).
Mental workload (MW), extracted from EEG activities, is an indication of overall working memory load and includes different aspects (e.g., visual, auditory, cognitive, motor, etc.). Therefore, it may not be sensitive enough to detect Task-Load variations within the same Task-Type. As a result, relying on EEG as a stand-alone modality to measure operator states may need identification of task-specific EEG patterns. Task dependency of EEG features to estimate mental workload has been observed and pointed out by the other researchers as well [23] , [29] .
Pupil size (PS) is generally an indication of visual workload [56] which is significantly changed at different levels of task load and type. The average pupil size is increased by transitioning from visual to motor task as well as by increasing task load in the motor task from gross to fine manual control which indicates increased workload. Surprisingly, a higher visual load in the visual scanning task (VS-VS Task-Type) causes a significant decrease in PS. This discrepancy can be an effect of the frequency of targets and the duration of which they are presented as discussed by Privitera et al. [57] . In our experiment, higher visual task load is associated with a faster video streams and accordingly shorter presence of targets and distractors in the associated AOIs which has a negative effect on the PS size.
B. ATTENTIONAL FEATURES
In this study, there are two cognitive features, glance ratio (GR) and distraction (DS), that mostly capture the ability of a subject in using his/her atentional and cognitive resources. DS is significantly decreased in the manual task type but there is no significant effect when the load is increased within each Task-Type. However, GR is significantly increased in the presence of higher motor control load (switching from VS-VS to GMC-VS and then to FMC-VS).
Glance based metrics, such as GR on specific AOIs provide information about the overt aspect of users attention. Typically, GR increases when there is difficulty in extracting visual information, or some elements of the scene require higher attention [53] . In other words, high GR values can be interpreted as attentional biases in information gathering from specific AOIs and subsequently the loss of SA [46] . In our experiment, the motion dynamics of drones causes manual control task (MC-VS) to be more time consuming than visual scanning (VS-VS), therefore, subjects' attention is more biased toward the first drone and accordingly higher GR values. This trend is also observed by increasing motor control load in MC-VS task (from GMC-VS to FMC-VS).
The EEG index of distraction (DS) measures the involuntary switching of attention as a basis of attentional distraction. Statistical analysis reveal a significant decrease of DS from visual scanning to manual control task. This is in agreement with the previous studies indicating that distraction is mediated by working memory load [58] .
C. PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
We observe that our measures of individual differences, obtained from Visual Search (VS) and Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) test, have distinct effects on the performance measures. Participants with high VS scores outperform in target detection. On the other hand, the situation awareness feature is not affected by VS but MOT score such that individuals with higher MOT scores demonstrate higher SA throughout the experiment. Although the tele-exploration task of this study is more analogous to VS paradigm than MOT, participants' performance in terms of maintaining SA is affected by their skills in MOT. In fact, the VS score can properly reflect the speed of visual processing and discrete shift of attention, whereas MOT can measure the ability of dividing attention between different tasks in multi-tasking environments. VOLUME 6, 2018 Individual differences in VS and MOT are also found to be significant factors in the performance prediction. Task-Type × VS is revealed as a predictor of target detection and MOT as a predictor of situation awareness indicating how individual differences can be effectively used to individualize regression models to predict performance based on physiological data.
The overall results of performance prediction based on regression analysis indicate that metrics measuring covert aspects of attention, such as EEG indices of mental workload (MW) and distraction (DS), mainly contribute to the prediction of secondary performance metrics that are reaction time and false detection.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a multi-modal physiological monitoring approach to estimate the performance and situation awareness of human operator in tele-exploration with a small team of robotic drones. Unlike previous works which are mostly limited to the workload analysis, our proposed approach consider individual differences as well as attentionbased features in addition to workload features.
EEG features are task and subject specific and therefor EEG workload classifiers need to be trained on data of each specific tasks which may not be practical in multitasking domains. Using a standard working memory test, we demonstrate that even without including the task specific information in the EEG analysis, EEG features measuring the covert aspect of attentions are suitable for estimating the secondary performance metrics (reaction time and false detection). We also demonstrate that the primary performance metrics are well predicted by eye tracking features measuring the overt aspect of attention. Our final contribution is to identify that the individual differences in multiple object tracking and visual search have significant effect in prediction of situation awareness and target detection, respectively. In fact, by removing the individual differences from the regression analysis, we observe that the adjusted coefficient of determination, R 2 , decreases from 0.75 to 0.67 in the case of target detection and from 0.85 to 0.78 in the case of situation awareness. This result can also be extended to other domains such as driving that include both visual scanning and motor control tasks.
The future works should further investigate the individualization of the performance prediction model based on the identified individual factors. Moreover, the prediction of secondary performance metrics can benefit from including EEG features that provides the modulations of attentions and visual workload. Nonlinear and probabilistic models can also be investigated as an alternative for multiple linear regression analysis.
It is also crucial to note that we only conducted our experiment with the minimum possible team of robotic agents to reduce the complexity of the interaction. Future work should also take into consideration the effect of the number of robots. Moreover, this study was only focused on the statistical analysis of the main effects and correlations between hidden performance factors and observable physiological features. Future work should use the presented road-map, to develop a probabilistic approach to estimate the operator's performance in real-time using the suggested physiological features.
